
"Because I promised the finder I would not reveal who found it or 
where, I have remained mostly silent," Fenn wrote in dalneitzel. 
com. "However, the finder understands how important some 
closure is for many searchers, so today he agreed that we should 
reveal that the treasure was found in Wyoming." 

 

The Case For and Against New Mexico  
 

TTOTC (October 25, 2010) targeted the area “north of Santa Fe”. Many searchers believe the 

chest must be hidden relatively close to Santa Fe where most of the early search was 

concentrated. In fact, perhaps the earliest media article on the chase (linked in chronology) by 

newspaper food critic Rob DeWalt (The New Mexican, died in 2016) provided primary source 

quotes from Forrest about stories in TTOTC, and then he concluded, presumptively on his own, 

that there was one certainty regarding the book title which was that Forrest buried a bronze chest 

somewhere in Northern New Mexico. This was not cited as a direct quote, and there have been 

many clearly errant quotes and conclusions from interviewers over the years. the 8.25 mile  

(66,000 link) distance also focused keen attention from Santa Fe to the New Mexican border. 

Public expansion of the search area did not occur for a year (August, 2011) which coincided with 

a period of exponential growth in chase interest (e.g., Dal Neitzel’s blog launching). Some say 

Forrest cleverly expanded the search area to market the chase. 

 

Forrest has also frequently “joked” during the chase that "the chest is hidden at least 300 miles 

west of Toledo.”  In an early iternation (8/23/11) of the punchline the direction “southwest” was 

used. Lore then established that he changed the direction to coincide with his formal expansion 

of the chase on 8/31/11 (www.youtube.com/watch?v=x83qpyxP8kI). Margie Goldsmith also claimed in 

an article that he said the chest was hidden “in the deserts of the southwest.” It is worth that even 

a “westward” projection would still exclude Yellowstone and most of the upper Rockies. There 

was also the pinyon nuts recantation which could potentailly implicate both Colorado and New 

Mexico (https://mysteriouswritings.proboards.com/thread/3377/forrest-treasure-saying-pinon-mistake). Some searchers have focused as well on 

his 2020 caution to that many have turned away from New Mexico for misguided reasons. Many 

searchers are being unduly influenced by the blogs. When several people voice the opinion 

that the treasure is hidden in a certain state, there is a flurry of searchers that head for that 

state. New Mexico used to be the favorite search area, but in 2019 that popularity on the blogs 

switched to the northern states. Of course, the overwhelming majority of people who are 

looking for the Fenn treasure don’t read the blogs so my opinion is drawn from a very small 

percentage of searchers." 

 

There has been speculation as well that the close calls of two different teams around May of 

2012 was so early in the chase that they were most likely exploring New Mexico. In a 5/13/11 

interview with Lorene Mills he mentioned a friend who went out searching on nine different 

Sundays. “I don’t think he’s found it yet, he hasn’t told me.”  Some bloggers claim this as 

evidence that Forrest knew the chest was in driving reach of Santa Fe, but the utterance seemed 

playful and possibly misdirection.   

 

Back-to-back interviews in 2013 further suggested a close encounter by a New Mexico searcher. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x83qpyxP8kI


During the first interview he was asked off camera if Stephanie or Dal (chasechat and HOB 

website owners) had come closer to the chest?  He was presumably heard whispering “if I told 

her that she would have a heart attack” which suggested a close call by the former. Two weeks 

later he publically said “I’m not gonna tell those people who they are because one of them 

particularly would faint. I know she’d the tear the countryside up trying to figure out where 

they’d been.” Stephanie was an avid New Mexico searcher and personal friend. Alternatively, he 

may well have been joking all along. He also said that the closest person to the chest was a man.  

Finally, the author of the very first published article about the chase (In Search of El Dorado) on 

October 22, 2010 said the chest was "buried" in "Northern New Mexico". This seems relevant 

unless the Forrest was misquoted and not provided the opportunity for correction before press.  

 

Other considerations, however, suggest that the timing of both the "expansion" and close 

encounters may not be particularly meaningful. Dal Neitzel gives the most authoritative 

explanation in a 2015 blog (http://dalneitzel.com/2015/10/14/the-nine-clues-32). Some misinformation 

occurred via the very first two news stories about the chase with reporters drawing errant 

conclusions that were later discredited. Contrary to the understanding of most of the chase 

community, there were many people searching beyond Santa Fe even in the first season 

(Stephanie, Gadi Schwartz, even Dal in November of 2010). In fact, so many searchers 

cultivated outlandish theories involving mountain ranges around the world that Forrest was 

compelled to actually restrict, not expand, the search to the Rockies. Dal Neitzel described 

Forrest as being "right in the game" with the small tight-knit earliest group of searchers who 

pressed him to please restrict the search zone since the line north of Santa Fe extended literally 

around the world (www.youtube.com/watch?v=hn9ed0HLZh0) to include mountain ranges such as the 

Swiss Alps, Appalachians, and Himalayas. As Dal said with emphasis, " . . . and we felt that way 

too" and when asked to narrow the search area "he really didn't want to do it". "It took a while 

for him to hand that information out." 

 

Forrest's confidence in his special spot has never seemed to waver despite such a high density of 

early searchers in New Mexico. He even asserted that the chest may remain hidden for as long as 

the Rosetta Stone (2,000 years) just after reported close encounters. A film crew member 

reportedly claimed that Forrest said that "his father would know where he hid the treasure chest." 

(https://dalneitzel.com/tag/tom-terrific/). While the family may have driven through New Mexico on the 

way to Montana every summer, Forrest moved to New Mexico (1972) only 15 years before his 

father's death. Forrest commented once that “My wife doesn’t know within six weeks of when I 

hid the treasure chest. Nobody was around, nobody knew what I was doing, nobody knew 

where I was, and that’s the way it had to be.”  Peggy’s ability to focus the hide window to six 

weeks seems to imply that it occurred during a time when Forrest was away from home on some 

sort of trip. “Nobody was around, nobody knew what I was doing, nobody knew where I was, 

and that’s the way it had to be.” She probably would not have this special knowledge if he hid 

the chest in a single day trip somewhere in New Mexico. "I didn't want them to know where I 

was going."  

 

Other casual remarks may warrant attention. He suggested on one occasion that he considered 

the pros and cons of a rental car which would not have been needed if close to Santa Fe. He has 

also asked people inviting him to join a search whether or not they “had a plane”.  The chase 

was designed from the start “for every redneck in text that lost his job, has a wife and 12 kids . . 

http://dalneitzel.com/2015/10/14/the-nine-clues-32/


. “ That sure sounded like a pitch to a broader audience than Santa Fe. Doug Preston's OUAW 

forward also contituted an unwelcome bombshell for New Mexico searchers. Finally, while 

tempting to rely on the Toledo joke as support for a New Mexico solution, be aware that Forrest 

actually used the direction “400 miles west” in what looks like the earliest public iteration of the 

joke (2/26/11; www.youtube.com/watch?v=Whsr1OCNimI). He used "west" as the direction in all of the joke iterations 

before and after 8/23/11 which makes that occasion look like nothing more than a flubbed line. 

           

OUAW Preston Foreword   
 

Once Upon a While was published in October of 2017 with Douglas Preston’s foreword claiming 

that Forrest told him in the early 1990s that the “final clue would be where they found his car: in 

the parking lot of the Denver Museum of Nature and Science.” This disclosure was actually 

discussed years earlier (8/20/12) in the Tony Dokoupil Newsweek article where he claimed 

Preston had instead identified Northern Arizona University as where Fenn originally planned to 

leave his car. Preston is a close and long-time friend of Forrest, and Fenn’s approval of the recent 

foreword seems to give credence to the Denver museum as the clue, versus NAU. Forrest also 

said recently that NAU is not relevant to the chase which is helpful, but why the initial 

(mis)communication with Preston (www.youtube.com/watch?v=ccG5KPFBJjI)? The Denver museum location 

is within a few miles from the Amtrak and bus stations which could have provided anonymous 

transportation to many places. It would, after all, have been a necessary challenge to surmount 

getting to his final resting spot in privacy. Perhaps his comment to Preston eluded to his earliest 

machinations on how that might be accomplished. Whatever the origin of the quote, either 

museum location would argue for a final resting spot outside of Santa Fe and New Mexico.  

 

The chase may have been launched in the “mountains north of Santa Fe” intentionally to assure a 

gradual acceleration over a number of years. A quick discovery would have been humiliating,  

and the staging around Santa Fe focused many searchers on northern New Mexico. Forrest did 

claim that the escalation of chase interest caught him completely by surprise. The initial printing 

of TTOTC was only 1,000 copies, and he said that he would have printed half of that amount if s 

permitted by the publisher. That said, Forrest is a savy promoter who would have known how to 

broaden interest at any time he desired. He may well have preferred a couple of inauspicious 

years to create extra haziness regarding his critical movements during the hide.  

  

 

 
 


